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Preface
Graduate school is difficult. Unless you’re a genius or your father’s the Dean, you’re in
for a hard time. In fact, if you are a genius, you might be in for an even harder time,
being brought down to earth or feeling that your great intellectual powers are not fully
appreciated. And if your Dad’s the Dean, he might never let you graduate.
So, it’s a tough place to be no matter what your circumstances.
And that’s the way it should be. Who wants a PhD unless it really means something? I
have to tell you, a whole lot of universities are giving them to people who don’t deserve
them. But that’s the subject of another book.
You’ll deserve your PhD, we’re sure of that. Or at least we’ll assume it, for the sake of
clarity. Writers need to picture their audience. So we’re picturing a crowded lecture hall,
full of smart grad students. You came to hear us orient you, inspire you, direct you,
guide you. You came for the inside scoop on some really important subjects. You came
to the right place.
We’re all college professors. We’ve all been where you are now. We decided you could
use some straight talk. That’s what’s in this book. Some of what we say will probably
annoy and even anger some other college professors who get their hands on this book.
That’s okay with us. We like to think we’re different than many other professors. Many of
us are heretics, actually, in that we don’t much care for some of the traditional methods
and belief systems in operation at “Your Average University” (YAU, for short).
At YAU, they often frown upon subjectivity, innovation, creativity, you-being-you. Of
course, there are exceptions. Rules always have exceptions. And there’s no exception
to that (despite the deconstructive paradoxical nature of such a statement).
So, what goes on at YAU? You know what we’re talking about. Sometimes, or maybe
most of the time, it doesn’t seem much like the “real world” at all. What’s up with that?
They want you to do what? You ask why and are told just do it? Say what?
It can be quite un-fun. And that’s a shame. Because we think learning—no matter how
challenging and hard it may be—should be fun. Fun meaning exciting, inspiring, thrilling,
rewarding, and invigorating.
But, it is what it is. And what it is is what this book is about: straight talk from real deal
PhD’s to Gen Y graduate students.

The format is loose and multi-voiced: a bunch of chapters on assorted topics wherein
various professors contribute their own takes (“that don’t suck,” as my friend Jim Rome
is wont to say). Enough said.

Introduction:

The Basics for Success in Graduate School

Dr. William Says: Expect lots of reading and writing.
You may read a book per week per class, and have to discuss it in depth, or even turn in
a paper each week.
Learn the basics of how to dissect a book’s content and get a quick overview of its
thesis.
My history professor wheeled a cart full of books into class one day, a different book for
each student in class. He handed out the books and announced, “At the end of this
hour, I want you to turn in a one page book report on this book!”
Talk about a crash course in how to get into the content of a book without actually
reading it.
This is what I learned from that experience:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Read the basics first
Start with the summary on the back cover
Peruse the table of contents and chapter titles
Scan chapter titles and subheads
Read the forward and introduction
Then move into reading chapter one or the first page of each chapter.

You’ll be amazed how much you can learn about a book and its thesis from these
basics.
…………………………

Dr. Dan Says: There’s no easy answer for this one.
There’s a veritable litany of suggestions that people will give:
•

Work hard

•

Make good use of your time

•

Socialize

•

Find a balance

•

Find a really good coffee shop/Indian restaurant that delivers, etc. etc. etc.

These are all excellent pieces of advice, and I encourage you to take them all to heart.
That said, though, I would recommend treating grad school like college (unless you had
one of those “Four-year-house-party-with-a-$50,000-cover-charge” kind of experiences)
in that you should get involved.
It can be tempting to see grad school as your first entry into the ivory tower, calling you
to countless hours in the library/lab, but your experience will be richer if you embrace
the fullness of where you study.
Depending on your role, you will be a teacher, a student, and a researcher. In this trinity,
recognize that your identity and the expectations leveled at you will be fragmented.
Sequestering yourself in one role alone can result in a soul-sucking experience.

…………………………

Dr. Sandy Says: Just Do It!
I have yet to meet any person thrilled with the dissertation process. It is one of the most
frustrating endeavors we go through to earn our credentials. And to some extent, it is
designed that way! The best way to handle it is to just do it!
My dissertation topic was on professional development for educators, a relatively new
specialization at that time. I was the coordinator for such programs in my school district
and hoped to use my dissertation to help my colleagues throughout the state benefit
more from the new state requirements for professional development.
As with many new things in one’s field, most of my professors, including my advisor,
didn’t really understand what I was trying to do. The old notions of what constituted
professional development were too embedded. No matter how much research I
presented on the various theories and principles that formed the basis for effective
professional development, that old concept of the speaker on the first day of school and
workshops on nothing particularly related to the classroom needs of teachers colored
his understanding of my design.

I had reached the point of deciding to be an ABD when my superintendent came to my
office for a chat. “It’s an exercise,” he reminded me. “Forget trying to break new ground.
Forget everything except meeting the expectations of your advisor and committee and
just do it!”
I ruminated on that for a few days before acknowledging the truth of his statements.
Then I resubmitted my original proposal, tweaked the way my advisor wanted it, and
within two weeks it was approved and I was on my way. Six months later, I received that
coveted letter from the dean’s office acknowledging that I had fulfilled all requirements
for my doctorate.
So when you’re frustrated with rewriting your proposal for the umpteenth time, when you
can’t make your advisor understand what you’re trying to do, when your desire to make
breakthrough contributions to your field get the better of you, remember that this is all
an academic exercise. It is your admission ticket so that you can do what you really
want to do in your chosen field. It is the beginning of the next phase of your career, not
your ultimate contribution.
Take a deep breath, refocus on the goal—earning your doctorate—and JUST DO IT!

I

Academic Writing: Making It Good
Dr. John Ke Says: I think almost everyone would agree that a lot of academic writing
leaves a lot to be desired. It can be dry and tedious, aimed only at the two or three
other scholars who do similar work, rather than trying to reach a broader audience. At
its best, academic writing should avoid this. It should be interesting and accessible to
the interested layperson, and help make readers more interested, rather than less, in
the topic under discussion.
As with any other writing, I think the key to good academic writing is to find a voice that
is genuine and personal. Writing can only have an effect when it seems to come from a
real person. Of course, in academic writing one also has to cultivate an “academic”
voice – one that is informed and authoritative and conversant with the other literature in
the topic. But that voice ought to also seem like it’s coming from a real person, and it
ought to show why you are excited about the topic you are writing about.
If you can’t convey to your readers why you think a topic is interesting and worthy of
study, you can’t expect your reader to be interested in it. Any really good academic
writing, like all good writing of any sort, needs to draw the reader in, to make the reader
care about the work and understand why it is important and worth doing.
Obviously, there’s much more to successful writing than this – conveying often
complicated information clearly and elegantly; finding the structure that works best to
present your argument; and finding the tone that shows you are a competent,
professional scholar. But more than any of this, good academic writing must meet the
most basic goal of any piece of writing – making a connection to its readers.

…………………………

Dr. William Says: Here’s my personal “recipe” for good, academic writing:
The professor who served as my primary advisor for my major and dissertation writing
advised me to post a visual reminder to guide my writing: to tape my primary hypothesis

on my computer screen so that I never sat down to write without keeping the main thing
the main thing.
Nothing’s worse than getting off track in your writing and having to hit that dreaded
delete button.
You must be willing to edit your own writing at a very basic level. At least read over your
work for missing thoughts, run spell and grammar check, and read your writing out loud.
You also must be willing to let others read your work. They will see things you do not.
They will point our areas of confusion that may have made perfect sense in your own
mind in the middle of the night. Your team of helpers will fine tune your writing and take
it to a higher level.
…………………………

Dr. John Ku Says: Don’t Start with the Introduction!
Unless this is your strength, don’t start with introductory paragraphs or even your
introductory chapter. Most of us are pretty sequential in our thinking. We do this first,
then this, and then that.
With academic papers, this order generally manifests with trying to write our
introductions first, then the literature review, followed by the study design, etc.
However, the most effective and efficient approach is to start with sections that you are
the most comfortable with, and then move around from section to section.
At some point you’ll begin to organize your logic, and eventually your sections will follow
suit.
Another piece of advice, particularly if you are planning on writing a thesis or
dissertation, is to first conduct and write-up your literature review.
During my dissertation proposal, when I was wrestling with a topic, I was advised to
complete and write a literature review around issues I found interesting.
This was perhaps the best piece of academic advice ever given to me.
After the literature review (or chapter 2 in standard dissertations), I knew my problem
statement, the gaps in the research, how similar studies have been conducted, what
data collection instruments prior researchers have used, and how my study would
contribute to the field.
As a result, the preceding (introduction) and following (proposed method) chapters
pretty much wrote themselves after this literature review was complete.
Not bad, for a graduate student who couldn’t narrow down a topic six months before.

Dr. John Ku’s “Six Rules for Good Writing”
In 1946, George Orwell presented an essay critiquing the often vague and boring
manner of written English. Perhaps a similar argument can be made today with
academic writing.
When I was a first-year graduate student, I sat next to a dictionary and a pitcher of
coffee trying to read long and mundane peer-reviewed scholarly articles. When it was
my turn to produce such content, I caught myself falling into a similar trap.
After years of reading and writing academic material, I now try creating content that can
read by non-academics and academics alike.
To prevent you from falling into the vague and boring style of academic writing, Orwell
recommends the following six strategies:
1. Never use a metaphor, simile, or other figure of speech, which you are used to
seeing in print.
2. Never use a long word where a short one will do.
3. If it is possible to cut a word out, always cut it out.
4. Never use the passive where you can use the active.
5. Never use a foreign phrase, a scientific word, or a jargon word if you can think of
an everyday English equivalent.
6. Break any of these rules sooner than say anything outright barbarous.
I’ll add a few recommendations to Orwell’s list:
•

Get to the point

•

Don’t repeat yourself (unless you’re writing to politicians)

•

And usually, the more succinct a manuscript, the better (you can’t hide behind a
stick, as my former advisor would say).

…………………………

Dr. Robert’s “4 Essential Principles of “Good” Academic Writing”
All scholarly genres are not the same.

Let’s dismiss at the outset the fantasy that a dissertation is basically no different than a
monograph. Both require many of the same skills, but the variables of voice, audience,
and purpose diverge radically.
To offer only one example, the immediate audience for approval of a dissertation is
one’s supervising committee of three or four professors, whereas in the case of a
publishable book it encompasses a more numerous and far-flung cohort of specialists,
not all of whom will be receptive to your project’s conceptual orientation.
That variance admitted, certain qualities are bedrock in all academic prose. At the risk of
reducing them to a perhaps familiar litany, I’ll enumerate four of them.
Ditch the gobbledygook
The sterility of “dissertationese” is deadly. This caveat includes the penchant for
anthropomophisms and jargon, absolutely lethal when combined (e.g., “My study
argues that the essentialism of this author’s reconstructionist agenda, which defies the
strictures of Edward Said’s cautions about the phenomenon of Orientalism,
unintentionally reverses the subaltern’s plight in neocolonialist and post-Ghandi India,
thereby inscribing a rhetoric of retrenchment”).
No one communicates this way. You shouldn’t indulge in such gobbledygook either.
Don’t depersonalize yourself
Avoid like cholera the crippling poses of depersonalization. Such artifices as “The
author proposes,” unfortunately rampant in the social sciences, and its disguise through
clumsy use of subjunctive verbs and the passive voice always raise red flags.
The first-person pronoun “I” is permissible, if not overused, in scholarly discourse. Don’t
try to efface yourself as author by becoming a textual cipher or ghost.
Be precise, engaging, and direct
Nothing is more annoying than academic writing that proclaims repeatedly, as though it
were a badge of honor, its intention to “tease out” or “problematize” its subject.
Cut to the chase.
While doing so, however, try to project a lively style that avoids a mind-numbing
repetition of key words.
Listen to your diction.
Along the same lines, don’t lard your introductory paragraphs with extensive quotations.
Apprise your readers of a significant gap in the relevant field of research and take it
from there.

Conclude Succinctly
Wrap it all up with a precise but succinct conclusion. Nothing is more wearisome than a
ploddingly summative coda that rehashes already established points.
Draw out genuine inferences from what you have demonstrated rather than resorting to
the lame formula that “Further research is needed.”
Moreover, as we urge entry-level students, be sure to answer the “So what?” question.
In this as in all dimensions of effective academic discourse, eschew the narrowly
conventional or prescriptive.
It all comes down to what we look for in any piece of well written exposition: clarity,
concision, and lucidity.
The fogs of trendy scholarly fashion notwithstanding, I doubt whether these modest
proposals will steer any prospective academician wrong.

…………………………

Dr. Victoria’s “Recipe for Good Scientific Writing”
The blood samples were tested. The data was found to be inconclusive. The
experiments were canceled. Why do we assume that scientific writing has to be third
person passive?
My recipe for good scientific writing is first person active. Don’t be afraid to say “I” or
“We” and follow with a descriptive verb. After all, I did the experiments, why shouldn’t I
take credit for it? I discovered something new! I want everyone to know it.
So many of my science students think first person active sounds less formal than third
person passive.
I keep telling them that the important thing about writing is to convey what you’ve
learned. Maybe it does sound less formal, but it’s also less boring. And if your readers
are bored, then they’re not learning anything.
The best way for a writer to teach is to leave a snapshot in the reader’s head, and the
best way to illustrate something you’ve done is by using active verbs. I can picture
someone doing a laboratory experiment, but I cannot picture the blood samples being
tested.
…………………………

Dr. Dan Says:
According to Jacques Derrida: “The instituted trace cannot be thought without thinking
the retention of difference within a structure of reference where difference appears as
such and thus permits a certain liberty of variations among the full terms. The absence
of another here-and-now, of another transcendental present, of another origin of the
world appearing as such, presenting itself as irreducible absence within the presence of
the trace, is not a metaphysical formula substituted for a scientific concept of writing.”
Ah, Derrida. Don’t write like that. Just . . . don’t.
While it’s tempting to think that the sign that you’ve finally arrived in the academic field
is to make your prose as complicated, lofty, and opaque as possible, why should we
ignore the writing advice we give to our students?
Good writing is clear and direct. Yes, of course, complicated ideas demand complicated
prose, but good readers can smell pretension a mile away.
Here are a few tips:
•

Respect nouns and verbs.
o Yes, it’s fashionable to verbify a noun or to nouniate a verb, but,
generally, unless these have already been accepted into common
language, leave the neologisms to others.
o

•

We all want to be able to forge the term that will be on everyone’s lips,
but make a name for yourself instead as a scholar people enjoy
reading for your lucid, direct, and pleasurable prose.

Don’t call attention to how clever/iconoclastic you are (even if you happen to
be exceedingly so).
o Common pitfalls in this category can include the “Romanticism? Pfff. I
reject such categories and labeling as the encroaching
commodification of a decaying bourgeoisie which seeks to reify its own
dissolution via the artificial signification of a post-Enlightenment NeoPlatonism strategy.”

•

o

While a great deal of good can come from re-evaluating commonly
accepted ideas, don’t assume the position that your dissertation is
going to explode the hide-bound categories of Academe.

o

Instead, emphasize how much your study will add to the field. Be a
part of the academic conversation; don’t sneer at it (though there might
be much to sneer at).

Write like a writer. Not a scholar. If you can’t visualize the difference, turn to
Orwell: lucid, politically aware, always relevant, and worth repeating here:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Never use a metaphor, simile, or other figure of speech that you are
used to seeing in print.
Never use a long word where a short one will do.
If it is possible to cut a word out, always cut it out.
Never use the passive where you can use the active.
Never use a foreign phrase, a scientific word, or a jargon word if you
can think of an everyday English equivalent.
Break any of these rules sooner than say anything outright
barbarous. (“Politics and the English Language”)

Well, you are saying to yourself, no one writes like this. Admittedly, this is rare,
but you will find that the best scholars also happen to be the best writers, and
this, I think, is no mere coincidence.
…………………………

Dr. Walter Says: I have two major rules that I follow when I write.
The first is to avoid the passive voice whenever it’s appropriate. The second is that
anything that can’t be understood when read aloud will not be understood when read on
the printed page.
Let’s take the first rule first. What are examples of passive-voice constructions? What
are the inherent pitfalls in using the passive voice? Before defining passive voice, it will
be helpful to say what we mean by “voice.”
Voice, in English, is the form of a transitive verb that shows whether the subject acts
(active voice) or is acted upon (passive voice). A transitive verb followed by an object is
active (Tom hit the ball). Here, “Tom” is the subject, “hit” is the transitive verb, and “the
ball” is the direct object. In the passive voice, the direct object is used as the subject of
the sentence (The ball was hit). Notice that the passive voice uses the appropriate form
of the intransitive verb to be. Notice, too, that who hit the ball is not specified. That is a
major problem with using the passive voice: the reader often doesn’t know who did
what to the direct object.
What are the advantages of using the active, as opposed to the passive, voice?
According to Strunk and White, “The active voice is usually more direct and vigorous
than the passive: “I shall always remember my first trip to Boston.” This is much better
than: “My first trip to Boston will always be remembered by me.”
The active voice is usually less wordy and verbose than the passive voice. Consider
the following examples:

1. The faculty voted to make mathematics a requirement. (Active voice, 8 words) It
was voted by the faculty that all students should be required to take
mathematics. (Passive voice, 15 words)
2. We have reviewed your request; it does not meet requirements stated by the
department. (Active voice, 14 words) Your request has been reviewed by the
department, but it has been decided that it does not meet the requirements as
stated by departmental rules. (Passive voice, 25 words)
There is another problem with use of the passive voice that I see a lot as an editor.
Writers sometimes use the passive voice carelessly and unnecessarily. This can lead to
a mid-sentence shift in voice that makes a sentence inconsistent. The following
examples highlight this problem.
1. Bob boiled the water, and then the eggs were added. (The first part of the
sentence is in active voice, but the part after the comma is in passive voice. The
focus of the sentence is Bob. But the shift of the subject from Bob to the eggs
and of the voice of the verb from active to passive are both unnecessary and
distracting.)
This sentence could be revised to read: Bob boiled the water and then added the eggs.
2. Before lions consume their prey, it is either suffocated or strangled. (Again, the
first part of the sentence is in active voice, but the part after the comma is in
passive voice. The focus of the sentence is on the feeding habits of lions. But
the shift of the subject from lions to “it,” i.e., the prey, and of the verb from active
to passive are distracting.)
This sentence could be revised to read: Lions either suffocate or strangle their prey
before consuming it.
But none of this is to say that the passive voice should never be used. I suggested
above that a problem with the passive voice is that it often doesn’t specify who did what
to the object of the action. But what if you don’t know who was performing the action?
In this case, the passive voice is a perfectly legitimate construction. For example, if I
didn’t know who attacked Jim in Central Park last night, I would not hesitate to write: Jim
was attacked, beaten and robbed while walking home through Central Park last night.
Another circumstance when the passive would be perfectly acceptable is when the
direct object (the receiver of the action) is more than the actor. Consider the following
example: The street outside my house was paved in March.
In this sentence, I don’t really care who paved my street. The only fact of interest to me
is that my street is now paved.

My second rule is to always read aloud whatever it is you have written. This is a
bit tricky, because you have to develop an “ear” for the spoken language. But this is not
so hard if you make a point of searching out the best (or just very good) writers in a
particular language and read their works aloud.
Yes, I know it’s tedious, but it pays dividends in the long run.
I did my doctoral-level course work at the Graduate Institute of International Studies
(L’Institut Universitaire de Hautes Études Internationales). At the Graduate Institute,
where lectures, syllabi, and classroom discussions were completely bilingual (English
and French), students could specialize in one of three subject areas: international
economics, international law, or international history and politics. After choosing an
area of specialization, students had to take year-long seminars in the other two areas.
I specialized in international economics and, as it happened, all of those courses were
taught in English. But my seminars in international law and in international history and
politics were taught in French. There were a few scattered English sources on the
reading lists (and these were my security blankets), but most of the stuff was in French.
How did I get through that trial? I found a few French novelists whom I really enjoyed
reading and I would read their stuff aloud. I can’t honestly say that I developed a
perfect “ear” for the sound of the French language, but you’d be surprised at how much
my ear improved as a result of reading aloud a few French novelists. Then, when I was
obliged to write an assignment in French, I was able to trust my ear to tell me when a
construction was cumbersome or when a sentence didn’t say precisely what I wanted it
to say.
And so I would caution all writers to read their composition aloud. The better you know
a language (whether that language is your mother tongue or not), the more equipped
you are to spot and eliminate flaws in your own written words.
For those of you who remain skeptical of this “truism,” I propose the following exercise,
which serves to tie together my two rules. Go to http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rMaSeZE5ilE and listen to radio announcer, Russ Hodges, who was at the
microphone on Oct. 3, 1951 when Bobby Thomson hit his historic “Shot Heard ‘round
the World.” When Thomson’s home run landed in the left-field stands of the Polo
Grounds at 3:58 PM, it was Hodges who cried into the mike: “The Giants win the
pennant! The Giants win the Pennant! The Giants win the pennant! The Giants
win the Pennant!”
Now, let’s put this exclamation into the passive voice. Suppose Hodges had said: “The
pennant is won by the Giants! The pennant is won by the Giants!”

What’s the nature of my proposed “exercise?” First, listen to Russ Hodges’ excited
(active voice) exclamation: “The Giants win the pennant!” Next, muster as much
enthusiasm as you can and excitedly exclaim: “The pennant is won by the Giants!”
Don’t just sit there, do it. And then see if you aren’t convinced that the passive voice
should be used judiciously and with circumspection.

II

Becoming A Scholar–Which Is What You're Doing
Dr. William Says: The characteristic that is truly most helpful for a scholar in a
dissertation program is perseverance.
There are going to be periods of writer’s block, of lack of motivation, of adversity and
conflict with others, of life challenges, and numerous other obstacles.
It is important to keep yourself to the task and with your goal in mind.
In times when I had most trouble being consistent with my dissertation writing, I often
had to jump start my writing again by taking a week off from work, sending the family to
visit relatives, and devoting an entire week to writing.
I’ll never forget how one week in the middle of summer with nothing but my research, a
laptop, and The Weather Channel for background noise propelled me forward to
finishing my dissertation.
Don’t lose heart when you think you’ve finished writing but begin the long process of
edits and rewrites that take time, attention, and yes—perseverance—to get to the finish
line.
…………………………

Dr. Gordon Says: The most important attribute of a scholar is thoroughness.
If possible, it is useful to read every relevant word written on your subject, at least in
languages you can understand, and to analyse and digest this material before
developing a thesis or designing an experiment.
This also requires a methodical approach, so that lesser-known material is not missed.
In the process, you will undoubtedly discover material that seems to be relevant, but is
not, but you may also turn up some hidden gem that has been long neglected.
Whether you take this brute force approach or decide to be more selective, however, it’s
important to gain mastery of your material, without which it will be difficult to persuade
other scholars of your case.
When writing a dissertation, depth is essential, but breadth is also necessary to develop
perspective. Developing both provides a good foundation for sound scholarship.

Dr. Robert Advises: Write Publishable Seminar Papers!
Few, if any, graduate students in the humanities these days are unaware that the job
market is “soft.” Most also realize that, in order to be competitive, their curricula vitae
need to be adorned with a few publication credits beyond the completion of a doctoral
dissertation. Such has been the case at least since the mid-1980s.
As a department chair at two universities for eleven years until 1998, I have read literally
thousands of applications.
More often than not, what persuaded our selection committees to recommend
candidates for interviews at national conventions was documented evidence of
professional achievement before conferral of the Ph.D.
Although this widespread expectation is lamentable, at least in some quarters, it does
attest to a brutal reality of academic hiring today.
It makes sense, therefore, to be pragmatic during one’s graduate apprenticeship. Long
vanished are the days when a doctorate alone guaranteed tenurable employment.
Prospective investors in your scholarly future look for proof that you are “on the make”—
in other words, grasping for the brass ring of peer recognition on the carousel of
“professionalism.” Refereed publication casts a long shadow in this regard.
Herewith a humble case in point. Well before the crunch in college/university hiring of
aspiring faculty, I became enamored, partly through boredom with the insularity of
graduate study, of the supposedly wider world of publication-worthy scholarship.
I therefore tackled seminar papers with an eye toward that end. Happily, three of such
revised productions on Sir Thomas Malory, Thomas Gray, and Lord Byron were
accepted for journal publication, opening the gates for initial employment as an
Assistant Professor of English at Georgia Tech.
The point is to mine your graduate-school research, even when it is not congruent with
your main field of specialization, in order to enhance your qualifications for employment.
Everything will probably change after that initial appointment, but at least you then will
have a basis on which to start anew and reinvent your professional persona.

…………………………

Dr. Dan Says: Be a teacher.
We all like to think of ourselves as scholars in the best tradition of those great names
that dominate our respective fields.

However, we should also keep in mind that our privileged positions in higher education
also give us the responsibility to share what we know and how we know it to others:
students and fellow scholars alike.
In your research and in your writing, try to keep the perspective that you are trying to
contribute to the scholarly conversation regarding your field.
And, keep your students in mind when doing the research and the writing, as this can
help your focus.
I’m sure you’ll agree that the critics you best remember are the ones who taught you
something, who inspired you to follow a particular line of thought. See yourself in that
same tradition.
…………………………

Dr. Sandy Says: What does it take to be a scholar? Knowledge of your field and a
passion for learning are certainly requirements. You must also be disciplined and
reflective, the embodiment of “I think; therefore, I am.” But the most important attribute
is the desire to understand.
Knowing facts without understanding their significance, their interconnectivity, is
essentially useless. Having a plethora of facts at your command may help you become
a Jeopardy champion, but it doesn’t make you a scholar.
Facts are only puzzle pieces. As a scholar, you are either fitting the pieces together to
discover the picture they comprise or looking at the picture to see where the pieces you
have fit.
To borrow from Stephen Covey, you must “seek first to understand.” You explore the
universe through the perspective of your particular field. You question and analyze,
reflect and meditate. You are the little boy on the cereal box, holding a box of the cereal.
No matter how deeply you delve, there is always one more cereal box with a picture of a
little boy holding a box of the cereal. Each answer leads to another question.
And that is the forte of the scholar: relentlessly searching for the next piece of the
puzzle in hope of answering one more question for humankind.

III

Dealing With Your Professors
Dr. William Says:
•

Don’t overlook the basics. Pay attention to what name your professor asks to
be called by. If he introduces himself as Dr., then by all means call him Dr. If
she asks to be called by her first name, then it is okay to take her up on that.

•

Professors desire students to be engaged in class. It draws other students
into discussions and adds a great deal to the effectiveness of teaching.

•

Professors enjoy hearing how students integrate what they are learning into
their lives. It does not mean you have to agree with your professor. Just
grappling with issues raised brings about a new level of understanding.

•

Professors like to be kept in the loop about your progress. If you are at a
phase when you are out of classes and writing on your own, don’t go for long
periods of time without contacting your professors.

•

Professors don’t mind questions, especially regarding your writing, direction,
and problem spots. The worst thing you can do is spend lots of time on your
best educated guess when you could have asked a question and saved
yourself lots of time.
…………………………

Dr. Gordon Says: If you’re having problems in class, the most important thing to do is
acknowledge the fact and seek help.
Bottling up problems does you no good, and does nothing to resolve them. It’s quite
likely that if you are having difficulties, others are too. There are a number of strategies
you can use.
First, talk to the professor one on one, and try to get him or her to explain things more
clearly. Do this gently and tactfully, but make sure you get across that there is a
problem.

You may wish to consider a follow-up a few weeks later, to acknowledge that things
have improved or to indicate that the problems persist.
It may also be helpful to talk to other students to try to find out if they are also having
problems. If they are, you may be able to form a group to help each other work through
the problems.
If this does not work, you can try student services.
Many colleges and universities have tutoring services, and even if yours does not, they
will be able to offer help, and suggest practical things you can do to help resolve the
difficulties.
Another option is to talk to departmental administrators or other professors, who may
also be able to suggest ways forward. Whether doing this resolves the difficulty or not,
the department will then be aware that there is a problem.
The ultimate step is to go to the dean or another senior official, but this step should not
be taken lightly, and should be regarded as a last resort, as it may have far-reaching
consequences. Once again, it needs to be done tactfully.
Above all, be respectful and constructive at every stage. Getting angry is likely to be
counterproductive.
Many universities ask students to fill out a survey at the end of the course so that the
department and the professor receive feedback on how well the course went. If your
problem is not resolved, you may wish to indicate this and explain why. This may lead to
improvements, which may be helpful to future students.
…………………………

Dr. Dan Says: With a certain amount of distance.
No matter how much a professor sees a grad student as a fellow seeker-after-the-truth,
the reality is that the terminal degree and the publications do make a difference that
they don’t easily let go of.
In grad school, I worked with a professor who would play basketball with us every
Friday (he was good, too) and allowed us to call him “Jake.” However, he still gave
grades and supervised independent studies, and I could tell that, while he enjoyed the
exercise and the bonhomie, he enjoyed the role of mentor just as much.
That’s the simple advice, of course. The “Jakes” of the department are easy. How does
one deal with the prof whose academic credentials suggest that s/he can crush cars

with brain power alone or the bitter prof who seeks every opportunity to take out
grievances on others?
✔ Be sure to know exactly what you want. When you approach them with a

project or are looking for advice, have as much settled, decided or known as
possible. Have the list of books ready. In short, this will keep personality from
entering your relationship as much as possible. Professors’ time is valuable
and they’ll appreciate if you respect this.
✔ Likewise, keep appointments. If you can’t make it to a meeting, give plenty

of notice. And if you skip a meeting, don’t make the mistake of being
someplace where you can be seen without a good alibi.
✔ And, for heaven’s sake, if you use electronic communication of any kind, be

professional! Use a salutation (“Hey” doesn’t count; use “Dr.” or “Professor”)
and a signature.

Okay, but, what if the professor wants to hijack the work, creating a kind of proxy of
his/her own interests? There’s no easy way around this one.
I’d recommend appealing to the integrity of your work: your research/thesis appears to
need your particular approach and anything else would fundamentally change your
project into something that it’s not.

…………………………

Dr. Sarah’s: “Top 10 Personalities to Avoid if You Ever Want to Graduate”
I could have accomplished the same thing by being more positive. Top Ten
Personalities to Seek Out to Graduate on Time, or something like that (yawn). This is all
about efficiency, though.
Avoiding can be a whole lot easier than finding.
Certain types of personalities can suck the life out of you and keep you forever a grad
student, never a PhD. While sometimes annoying, other students are easy enough to
avoid, so I’ll focus here on professors and advisors.
Here are the Not Top 10, in SportsCenter-speak. Professors or advisors who:
1. Take credit for your work
Yes, this really happens. You have a great idea, get their approval, set to work,
write the journal article, and guess whose name is listed as first author? Make

sure you know with whom you’re working and if this is their policy. You may able
to stomach it, but it bothers the bejesus out of me.
2. Underestimate you
You know your strengths. Your advisor may have just met you if you went to a
different university for previous degrees. Don’t let their lack of knowledge shake
your confidence.
3. Want to control you
There is no reason for this behavior. Advisors should be preparing you for an
independent career as a researcher. Why control you?
4. Have decided on your course of study before you’ve even begun
Some advisors have ‘pet minors.’ All of their students pursue the same minor. If
that’s not for you, explain why a different minor will help you gain the knowledge
you need. If they’re not flexible, look around for a different advisor. You may not
be stuck with them.
5. Dislike interdisciplinary collaboration
Interdisciplinary collaboration provides so many opportunities. I think it’s critical
for most fields. Some advisors want you to hole up in your office, though, and
work only with them. How stifling.
6. You can’t seem to communicate well with
I work in a profession that focuses on typical and disordered communication.
There is nothing more frustrating than constantly having communication
breakdowns with another neurologically-intact, supposedly intelligent, person.
This will just slow you down. Move on when you can.
7. Aren’t well respected

They and their space might disappear. Enough said.
8. Love you so much they want you to stay forever
They talk you into staying to apply for a scholarship, or a grant, or so you can go
to their daughter’s wedding, then stay for their grandson’s christening…enough
already. You love them, too. But you can love them from your post-doc across
the country.
9. Are jealous of you
Sometimes they set themselves up for this. They can’t put the fun new doc
student in their master’s level class and not expect that the students will gravitate
to said doc student. They really shouldn’t be disappointed, but it’s human nature I
suppose. Just avoid it if you can. It creates a bad vibe.
10. Want you to work as hard as they do, even if you don’t have to
Ouch, I know. Sometimes doc students are either smarter than their professors,
or just know how to work smarter. Maybe it’s not even that – doc students have
less responsibilities than professors, so they can really focus on what they’re
doing. Find someone who understands this and can appreciate how you operate.

Let’s hope this leaves you with at least one person to work with. I happened to have
great luck with this system. I found two exceptional advisors – one in my department,
and another in a related field. If you have to, you really can work with any of these
personalities. Just know their shortcomings and what to expect, and maybe they won’t
irritate you so much.

IV

Dissertation Advice: Preparing, Writing,
Defending

Dr. William Says: Cover as much ground as possible up front with your proposal.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build a detailed outline for every chapter.
Get approval from your committee on sources you will review for your
literature review.
Talk through your hypotheses with your professors.
Find out where to bracket the conversation so that your topic does not get too
broad.
Gain all institutional approvals needed for research studies.
Don’t assume anything!

Lay the foundation correctly up front and your dissertation writing will go much more
smoothly, with greater focus, and with an understanding of where the problem spots
are.

…………………………

Dr. Gordon Says: Always cover your back: ensure that you can back up everything
you say with documentary or experimental evidence, and ensure that your evidence
supports your thesis and does not undermine it. You should also make sure that
everything is properly documented, namely that every quotation is referenced, and that
every citation in the text matches an entry in the Bibliography (this very rarely happens
in practice). Look for possible alternative readings of what you write, and ensure you
have answers to obvious objections to your positions. In short, be ready to answer
almost any foreseeable challenge to your case.
Remember that your examiners will not have read all your sources or performed your
experiments, so you will know your material better than they will. Your job is to lead
them through the material and to show them how it supports your thesis. The more
clearly and precisely you write, the less likely it is that they will misunderstand you.

Provided you can bring this off, and anticipate the major objections your examiners may
raise, you should be well prepared for a successful defense of your dissertation.
…………………………

Dr. Dan Says: This is probably not the tip that your dissertation committee will want you
to pay attention to. Very often dissertation advisors see dissertations as vanity projects
or even as proxy research projects, so they try to push their grad students into
directions of research that apply to their interests, not to the study.
This, by the way, is often the cause behind the Miltonic Satan vs. Death grudge match
that advisory committees can degenerate into. Faculty can often sense how the
dissertation begins to reflect one prof’s influence and this can cause others to react.
Again, they may want to see you as their proxy, so keep a low profile.
So, recognize that the dissertation is there to get you your degree. While your
research may be ground-breaking and change the future of Horace Walpole studies
forevermore, causing all the other scholars to immediately close up their laptops and
leave the field to you, more likely is that it won’t. And that’s fine.
In other words, accept that the dissertation is a small first step in your academic career.
Mine it for articles later, find a small press looking for quality texts from up-and-coming
scholars, or be content that it will be indexed and available for scholars coming after
you.
…………………………

Dr. Christine Says: You may have heard the frequent refrain when opening a business:
location, location, location. Just like your business wouldn’t exist in a void, neither does
your dissertation. The #1 tip for writing a good dissertation is simple: audience,
audience, audience. Audience is to writing what location is to commerce. How can you
best reach the people you want to interest in your project?
The first thing NOT to do is assume the only people interested in your work are your
department chair and dissertation committee. Such an assumption almost guarantees
your dissertation will be dry, and more importantly, difficult to write. When you are able
to imagine a curious and compassionate reader, who may not be the expert that you
now are after years of graduate school, you can make writing decisions that will
enhance your work.
Even within the constraints of the typical dissertation framework – introduction, literature
review, study design, results, conclusions – your work can still be unique and
compelling at the prose level. Think of yourself as someone teaching the material, which

in many cases, you will be soon. How do you keep the students from nodding off? How
do you keep your colleagues’ attention? The same things that interested you initially
about the research will most likely interest your audience. What were they?
Audience consideration can solve many common writing issues. If you are consistently
aware of your reader, you will not repeat information with no elaboration or
contextualization because you will know the reader already has that information. If you
consider your reader as someone who is not as knowledgeable as you are, you will take
the time to explain concepts and provide illuminating examples. If you think of your
project as a narrative that you are walking your reader through, you will be able ensure
you keep her attention and organize your ideas in the most logical way possible.

V

The #1 Pitfall to Avoid
Dr. John Ke Says:
I found that procrastination was probably the greatest pitfall in my efforts to complete my
dissertation. All of my past projects had been created on strict deadlines of one sort or
another. I could procrastinate for a while, but eventually the deadline would begin to
approach, and I would be able to buckle down and push through the procrastination and
writer’s block to finish whatever the assignment was. I was always very good at
finishing work when I had short, clear deadlines.
With my dissertation, for the first time, there was no clear deadline, just a massive
project stretching out interminably before me, with no clear end date. While some of my
friends had hands-on advisors who kept on top of them and made sure they were
making progress, my advisor generally assumed that his students would figure things
out on their own. At first, this was pretty hard for me to manage. I procrastinated
endlessly, because there seemed to be no consequences to it; why work today when I
could put it off until tomorrow with no consequences? Whole days, even weeks, would
go by when I was theoretically working on my dissertation, but had, in fact,
accomplished nothing of note. I could be productive when I actually went to the
archives to transcribe my primary source materials, but otherwise my project moved
incredibly slowly.
Eventually, I realized that this vicious cycle of procrastination would have to end. I
would have to set deadlines for myself, make sure to do at least several hours of real
work every day, and keep a tight leash on my tendency to use internet surfing as a way
to avoid writing. I found that doing my work in a public location (I went to the school
library, but I’m sure other places would work just as well) helped me remain focused.
Being somewhere where other people could see me, and thus, perhaps, know whether I
was actually working or goofing off, somehow kept me honest. It also helped to firmly
distinguish “working time” from “leisure time.” I could still watch TV or movies, or surf
the internet, or hang out with friends. I just couldn’t do it in time I had set aside for
working.
Once I got a handle on my procrastination, I was able to make an enormous amount of
progress on my dissertation in a very short time. Getting control of my habits and

establishing better working habits was almost certainly the main key to my ability to
finish the project and earn my PhD.

…………………………

Dr. William Says: The #1 pitfall is worrying over details that aren’t crucial to your
research and writing.
•
•

•

The things people worry about tend to make the perception of a problem grow
much larger than the actual problem.
Deal with issues that need to be dealt with by tackling areas of conflict, asking
questions of your professors, and getting some help from reliable experts. For
example, hundreds of grad students every year who know they have issues with
proper grammar, sentence structure, and style errors run their dissertations by
Edit911 for this peace of mind.
It is OK to bracket parts of your research to deal with later. You will want to save
something for your follow up research!
…………………………

Dr. Dan Says: Look, put down the book. Seriously. I’ve seen many of my fellow PhD
candidates fall into the habit of putting off the actual writing because there’s just one
more book to read, one more study to follow through on, and then one’s view of the field
will be complete and the dissertation will satisfy everyone.
This, though, can cause the writing of the dissertation to be continually put off, often
because there’s a real hesitation at putting down the thoughts into words. You can
always erase later, but get into the habit of writing a few pages a day.
Another suggestion regards the committee: be very careful for personality conflicts
can make dissertation committees a nightmare.
✔ It may seem a bit mercenary, but remember “the path of least resistance”
when forming the committee in your mind: you want to get the dissertation
finished and receive your degree.
✔ Listen to the gossip: do faculty have an active dislike for each other?
✔ Do the relative research interests of the scholars complement each other or
might they lead to philosophical conflicts?

Dr. Rachel Says: Just Begin!
So, you’ve passed your qualifying exams and submitted a dissertation proposal. That
proposal’s been accepted. Hurray! Now all you have to do is sit down and write a fulllength book of original and exquisite scholarship. From scratch. No problem, right?
One of the biggest problems grad students face when they begin the dissertationwriting process is that they just don’t know how to begin. For most of the first few years
of grad school, you’ve been writing short and intriguing papers (maybe 25 pages tops),
and accomplishing intense but finite tasks, like MA exams. As a grad, you’re used to
working really hard for short bursts of time. You’re also used to creating work according
to limits and structures set up by other people, like time frames and due dates. Now,
when you start the dissertation you’re suddenly all on your own, facing what seems like
an enormous and insurmountable task.
Face it, a dissertation is a huge project, so huge that it can be almost paralyzing. It
sounds overpowering. The idea of even starting a dissertation give you the worst case
of writer’s block you’ve ever had. Yet it doesn’t have to be this way: here are some
suggestions to combat the paralyzing element of a giant project.
First, don’t get overwhelmed by the big picture. If you keep worrying about how
you’re going to finish, you’ll never be able to start. Stop thinking about the dissertation
as a cohesive whole all the time. Sure, all the parts have to fit together and continue an
overall argument. But when you’re working, you can’t keep deferring to the finished
product. So, break the dissertation into small, doable chunks that you can tackle
one at a time. These chunks could be chapters or even sections of chapters. Find the
unit of writing you’re most comfortable with, and work around that. Before you know it,
the writing will start piling up, and you’ll be making progress.
Second, make your own due dates for these writing chunks. The dissertation
usually has a single, unknown due date. The project’s not done until it’s all done.
Without setting up some due dates along the way, it’s easy to fall behind or stop writing
all together. Find a way to hold yourself responsible for a writing schedule, whether it’s
by giving yourself periodic due dates or telling your advisors when you plan to turn
chapters in. Then, stick to your schedule. Think of your own self-assigned due dates as
every bit as important as the paper deadlines or exam requirements you fulfilled a few
years ago.
Finally, know when to stop working. There’s always going to be more research you
could do, more revising you could push through, and more changes you could
incorporate. If you work too hard for too long, though, you’ll burn out and you might not

have enough energy to come back the next time. Pace yourself. Limit the amount of
writing you do each day, or take short breaks between big sections. Let your mind rest
sometimes so that you can tackle this big project, and tackle it well.

VI

How To Pick Your Dissertation Topic
Dr. Marc D. Baldwin Says: Picking your dissertation topic can be both exhilarating and
exasperating. To make sure the experience is more of the former and less of the latter,
I’ll give you some tips that will make the process smoother:
•

Make sure the topic is interesting to you. If your advisor happens to think that
a particular topic is interesting, but you don’t, you should drop it like a hot potato.
Pick something that can hold your interest for at least a year, possibly longer.

•

Make sure that the topic is original and important to your discipline. While
having a topic that interests you is important, it is also important that you have a
topic that professionals in the field believe is intellectually relevant. In other
words, does your topic make a professional-level intervention in a field?

•

So, how do you pick the topic?
◦ Your topic should be something that you like talking about and thinking about.
◦ Your topic should be something that other people have written about
generally, but make sure that they have not said exactly the same thing you
intend to say about it.
◦ Your topic should be something you would be capable of writing about at your
current skill levels. Let me explain what I’m saying here. Sometimes we want
to write about something that seems incredibly wonderful, but we don’t have
the skills to write about it yet. We may someday, but not now. Remember that
in most cases, a dissertation is your entry-level professional work. It’s not your
magnum opus. So, write about something that you think you can handle at
your current skill level.

•

Bounce ideas off of people and learn what’s out there.

•

Talk to you advisor. He or she may well know what’s been written about in the
area of your interest.

•

Talk to other faculty members, even ones from another field. In today’s
academic world, inter-discipline approaches are all the rage, and more important,
they’re intellectually enriching. So, if you’re writing, for example, in history, you
might want to see what people in political science and sociology have said about
your topic.

•

Present chunks of your ideas at conferences. Getting feedback from people
at conferences can be very important, for a couple of reasons. First, the folks at
these events, if you’ve picked your conferences carefully, are subject matter
experts in your field. You can talk to them during breaks and at lunch and dinner
about your topic. Because these folks are faculty but not your supervisors, they
will treat you as a colleague rather than as a student. They may be more honest
about your work than someone at your home institution. Second, some of these
people may well be willing to serve as external readers on your committee.
Cultivate these relationships.

•

Review books in the field. While book reviewing can be time consuming, It’s
journeyman work that performs a couple of functions for you. First, journal editors
get to know who you are, and that relationship can help pave the way for you to
publish peer-reviewed articles. Yes, those articles are blindly read. However,
journal editors, if there is a tie about a publication decision, serve to break that
tie. If they know you, then they are more likely to vote in your favor. Second, and
ultimately more important, reviewing helps you to learn the approaches of people
in your field and what’s been written about your topic.

So, if you follow this advice, you should have no trouble picking a dissertation topic that
you think is interesting and will have an impact in a particular field.

VII

Choosing Your Committee
Dr. Marc D. Baldwin Says: One of the most important decisions you will make as a
graduate student is choosing your dissertation committee. There are many factors that
you should take into consideration when requesting faculty members to sit on your
dissertation committee.
Can you work well with them? This is one of the two most important questions to ask
yourself before inviting somebody to sit on your committee. While you do, of course,
want people on your committee who can challenge you intellectually, you don’t want
hand grenade throwers. You want a committee member who will be honest,
challenging, and respectful. You also want people who obey the cardinal rule of
reviewing somebody else’s work: comments are to be about the writing, not the writer. If
you have to choose between somebody who knows your subject incredibly well and
who has a reputation for hostility or being a prima donna and a faculty member who isn’t
a subject matter expert but likes you, choose the latter. Here’s a quick checklist of
positive attributes to look for:
•
•
•
•
•

They like people.
They’re prompt.
They’re generally friendly.
They can see the other side of the coin.
They’re consistent.

Can your committee members work well with each other? This is the other most
important question. Be very careful here. Professors, like everybody else, have
agendas. There’s nothing wrong with this fact. Political, ideological, and intellectual
agendas can make people interesting. However, while both the Frankfurt School Marxist
and your institution’s local free-market guru are probably fun to have coffee with, would
you want them working together evaluating your dissertation? Remember that each
committee member can ask for revisions. Do you want to invite radically opposed kinds
of comments? Yes, the chair of your committee can go to bat for you or try to over-rule
somebody, but everybody has to sign off on your work. How do they feel about your
using a dissertation editor or dissertation editing service of some sort? Do they want you
to, insist you do, or forbid you from doing so? Don’t set yourself up for needless
conflicts.
Is your advisor a full professor? This may seem petty to talk about. But academic
departments are often very political. Generally, departments do not allow untenured
assistant professors to serve as advisors. Departments do, however, allow associate

professors to advise. Often, one will be intellectually attracted to younger, energetic
faculty members. However, while these associate professors are tenured, they do have
to worry about making full professor. Thus, if your advisor is an associate professor and
other members of your committee are full professors, your advisor may not feel
comfortable challenging people who are going to vote on whether or not to promote him
or her. Full professors, at least theoretically, sit at the top of the food chain and will
speak their minds and defend their students.
Is the potential committee member enthusiastic about your dissertation idea?
You don’t need somebody who thinks your idea is the greatest thing since sliced bread,
but you do need someone who thinks that your subject matter is intellectually
worthwhile.
These are some of the most important things to look for when choosing your
committee. If you follow this advice, you’ll have smooth sailing.

VIII

The Full Picture: Writing Your Dissertation
Dr. Cathy’s “Top 12 Tips in Writing a Dissertation”
Very often, when doctoral candidates complete their dissertations, they seek a
dissertation editor to give them guidance on the structure and organization of their
writing. Such guidance can range from the document or chapter level to the individual
clause level and includes proofreading for typographical and grammatical errors.
However, no matter how capable your dissertation editor, the dissertation will be
stronger if you consider the following tips early on during your doctoral studies.
Selecting a Dissertation Topic
1. Find a topic that you love and care about. Choose a topic that you will be able

to live with, think about constantly, and even dream about for a few years. When
you complete the dissertation, you should be, for a brief time at least, the world’s
foremost expert on your topic. In order to reach that goal, you must care about
your topic enough to become deeply involved with it and want to know everything
about it.
2. Begin thinking about your dissertation topic from the beginning of your

studies. Every course you take will require you to submit a paper or some sort of
project. Try to make an original observation about the topic in every paper or
project you submit. Doing so may result in a viable dissertation topic. Consider
each topic available for you to write about in terms of whether you could live with
that topic for an extended period of time, whether it fits with your long-range
career goals, and whether you would really have anything original to say about
the topic.
3. When considering original research topics for your dissertation, don’t overlook

the possibility of synthesizing subdisciplines. It isn’t unusual to find two
different disciplines or subdisciplines that address the same problem on different
domains or with different methodologies. Would using an entirely different
methodology from another field reveal any new information about your area of
interest? Can you build a bridge or make connections between findings from
separate subdisciplines and view your topic from a new perspective?
4. Take Charge of Your Learning. When taking classes and reading assignments,

make a note of every term, concept, and reference to another work that you are
not familiar with. Then, take the time to learn about unfamiliar ideas.

Unfortunately, many people don’t learn how to be true lifelong learners during
their undergraduate studies. If you haven’t learned how to facilitate your own
learning and intellectual growth before now, then now is the time to learn this
crucial skill. The ability to recognize gaps in your own knowledge and take steps
to strengthen your areas of weakness is one mark of a person with a sound
education.
5. Learn all you can about research methods in your discipline. While research

methods are broadly divided into quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods,
within those general areas are many specific submethods. Understand the
methodology that is generally used in the subdiscipline you are focusing on and
how it compares to other methodologies you could use. Learn to use the
terminology correctly, making it part of your everyday vocabulary.
6. When doing research on your selected topic, work on understanding and

evaluating all sides of the issues, both in terms of research methods used and
in terms of theories pertaining to your area of interest. Be open-minded when
reading viewpoints that oppose your own, think clearly about why you don’t agree
with an author’s stance, and build clear, specific arguments that directly address
the points that you don’t agree with. Again, understand and learn to use
terminology correctly.
7. If you will be using statistics, consider auditing a stats course or, at the very least,

invest in a good textbook on statistics. Learn to talk and write about statistics
correctly and knowledgeably. Being able to input numbers into SAS or another
software program and then run a function is not the equivalent of understanding
statistics. For your use of statistics to be meaningful and professional, you must
understand and be able to talk knowledgeably about population selection, the
use of variables and forms of measurement, the appropriate equations to use for
your analytical purposes, and what you have actually “found” or “revealed” as a
result of the method or methods applied. You need to be able to explain why you
are inputting certain numbers, where those numbers came from and what they
represent, why a certain statistical function is being used, and what the results
indicate about your topic. Practice applying your knowledge of statistics
whenever you read about a study using quantitative data.
8. Set up a good organization system for your library of articles and books at

the very beginning of your graduate studies. If you have hard copies of articles,
invest in a small file cabinet and folders and file the articles according to topic,
subdiscipline, or author name. Use a system that makes sense to you. If you
can’t decide how to file a particular article, use a note system within your filing
system to indicate the location of a file. For example, if you have an article about
research conducted on the effectiveness of using live chat in online learning, but
the article begins with an informative discussion about the methodology used,
you may want to file the article with others addressing research on the

effectiveness of using live chat, but, in folders that contain info on methodology
and online learning in general, note the location of this file. (Make brief, clearly
written notes on the inside covers of the folder or on sticky notes attached to the
inside covers.)
9. Learn and use good file management on your computer. Many articles today

are available as PDFs. Such files can be searched for key terms, but you can’t
search in an article if you can’t find it. Learn to create folders on your computer
and nest them. For example, a folder on online learning could hold folders about
specific theories addressing online learning as well as tools that can be used in
facilitating online learning.
10. As part of your file management, begin building a spreadsheet file (or a

database if you have the software and know-how) of all the articles, books,
webpages, and videos you have found. For books containing chapters written
by different authors, create an entry for each chapter. Along with the authors’
names (ALL authors’ names) and titles, include the date, publication information,
page spans for articles and chapters, original publication information (if
applicable), main points about the source (thesis statement, research methods
used), and the location of the item in your filing system. For example, “Paperonline learning-live chat” would indicate that the item is a hard copy in your file
cabinet in the live-chat folder in the online-learning area or drawer, and “PDFonline learning-quantitative-transcript analysis” would indicate you have a file on
your computer in the transcript-analysis folder that is within the quantitativemethods folder within the online-learning folder. If you accessed the item online,
be sure to record the DOI (preferred by most documentation styles) or the URL
for pages or PDFs at websites. You may also want a field that indicates the
various subtopics that the source touches on. (For instance, an article on using
live chat in online learning may be also be marked as having information on
quantitative research methods and constructivist learning theory.)
11. Early on in your research process, determine the documentation style you will

use. Your grad school or program may mandate a particular style, or you may be
free to select your own. If you can select your own, learn the style that is used
most often in your discipline. If the choice is still open, choose an author-date
style (references at the end of the document and in-text parenthetical citations
within the text) because it is the easiest and least time-consuming to use and is
easily revised.
12. Once you know which documentation style you will use for your

dissertation, buy the appropriate manual and use it as often as possible for
papers written in classes. Note that “documentation” styles include much more
than simply how sources are cited. They often specify how numbers are to be
treated in the text, how tables and figures are displayed, how sources are
referred to (e.g., APA requires past tense when writing about a source while
literary works cited in MLA are generally written about in present tense), and

even which prefixes occur with hyphens and what types of phrases are
hyphenated. Becoming familiar with the documentation style before you actually
begin writing the dissertation will make your writing process much easier. Again,
being thoroughly familiar with the documentation style for your discipline is one
mark of having a sound education.
Taking the time to consider these tips early on in your graduate studies can make the
process of writing your dissertation go more smoothly and strengthen the integrity of
your work. Tips 4-12 can actually save you time when you move into that time-intensive
period of writing parts of your dissertation and passing them to your committee for
comments. These tips can also help you avoid embarrassment as a result of the types
of comments your committee members could make.
The stronger your dissertation is before you send it to a dissertation editing service, the
better your final product will be.

IX

Revising Your Dissertation
Dr. Marc D. Baldwin Says: Revising is one of the most important stages in your writing.
What is revision? Well, let’s begin by saying what it’s not. Revision is not proofreading,
which, technically speaking, is reading one set of proofs against another. Revision is
also not line editing. Rather, revision, again, speaking technically, is re-seeing your
arguments. In terms of a dissertation, this could mean re-seeing sections of a chapter or
an entire chapter. You have to be your own best dissertation editor. Hopefully, if you’ve
thought out your ideas, revision won’t mean junking an entire work.
Get feedback and learn how to interpret it correctly. While writing is, no doubt, a solitary
endeavor, you shouldn’t write in isolation. Rather, you should be soliciting feedback as
you write from peers, committee members, and other outside readers. Get as much
feedback as you possibly can. And then don’t try to please everybody, but look to see if
you can spot trends. At a writing workshop I attended a while ago, an instructor told an
old joke: “If one person says you’re drunk, ignore them. If two people tell you you’re
drunk, ignore them. If three people tell you you’re drunk, lie down.” The message to
writers is clear: don’t worry if one or two people don’t like or understand something.
Readers are different, sometimes very different. You can’t please everyone, and you
shouldn’t try to. But if many readers tell you something is off, you might want to listen to
the roar of the crowd.
Staying Modest and Calm and Cool
One of the hardest things to do is to take calls for heavy revision calmly and coolly. But
you know what? This ability to be flexible and to realize that in writing you are not just
(or even primarily) expressing yourself is what separates the amateur from the
professional. You are writing for an audience, and you need to care about what they
think. I’m fairly heavily published for someone a few years out of a Ph.D. program, but
one of the reasons why I’m heavily published is that, in general, I’m willing to revise my
work, sometimes very heavily. Of course, there have been a few times when I’ve said no
to revision because I felt the call to revise was wrong. But I can count those times on
about two fingers, whereas I can count the number of publications I have in multiples of
ten. And no matter how much you write and publish, you’re going to have to revise. In
fact, you might even have to seek the help of a good dissertation editing service.
So, get used to it.

Rules for Revision:
1. Give yourself time between drafts to digest material from your readers. Stick your
stuff in a drawer or the electronic equivalent thereof and let it sit for a few days
before you tackle a new draft.
2. It often helps to have a revision plan in place before you tackle your rewrite.
3. Be bold and see revision as an opportunity, not as a chore. Approach your
revision as a chance to get it absolutely right or take a new look at your material
or subject.
4. Remember that when you revise, you may be discovering that what you thought
was a tangent or very small point is actually the meat of your new paper or
chapter or article. Be creative and open to receiving inspiration for new ideas.
Revision can often lead to wonders.
If you keep all of these points in mind, revision will be what it can and should be: a
pleasure.

X

Dissertation Defense
Dr. Marc D. Baldwin Says: Do you remember The Paper Chase, that 1970s TV show
and movie about law students at Harvard?
Tough Love?
Based on the book by Scott Turow, both the movie and the television versions of the
Paper Chase featured first year-law students being terrorized by the formidable
Professor Kingsfield, who taught contract law. Kingsfield would arrive in class and use
the Socratic method to interrogate his students. If you didn’t know an answer, that was it
for you for the remainder of the semester.
Many people believe that their dissertation defense will be like a class session with the
terrifying Professor Kingsfield. In most cases, nothing could be farther from the truth
than this notion. And debunking this very old concept of a defense can help to alleviate
needless anxiety.
So, what happens at a dissertation defense?
•

In most cases, the defense, if your advisor and you have done your job well, is
really a conversation. Generally, major objections by a committee member have
already been dealt with before you step into that room. If you've done your best
dissertation editing or hired a good dissertation editor, then you have nothing to
worry about. People will ask for clarification and challenge a few of your ideas,
but they’re not going to scream at you and tell you your ideas are all wrong. If
they really thought this, they wouldn’t have let you get this far.

•

Now, you could have said something in your dissertation that is directly opposed
to something that your one of your committee members has said in print. For
example, in my dissertation, I argued for an interpretation of a novel that was
diametrically opposed to one that my external committee member, an expert in
the field, had expressed in a major book. He actually called me on this: “Don’t
you think you might be wrong here?” Recognizing that my job that morning was
to get four yes votes on the defense, not to redefine critical approaches in the
field, I uttered the three most important words you can say at a defense: “You’re
absolutely right.” And that was it. Placated, he complimented me on my
reasonableness, and we moved on.

•

Believe it or not, you may not be doing most of the talking at a defense. Your
committee members probably will be chatting with each other and, sometimes,
arguing with each other. If this situation occurs, you’re actually very lucky,
because you just have to sit there and smile.

•

One of the most important and positive things that will happen will be a
conversation about next steps. Committee members will ask you to talk about
publication plans and further research. This phase of the defense is probably the
most useful to you. So try to have some ideas in mind about your future writing
and publishing plans.

•

Finally, committee members will vote on your work. Generally, you’ll be asked to
leave the room while they deliberate about you. If all goes well, the door of the
room will open, and your advisor will come out and say, “Congratulations,
Doctor.”

So, to sum up, the defense can be challenging, but in most cases, your committee
members will not play the role of John Houseman in the Paper Chase. So, relax and
have a good time at your defense.
…………………………

Dr. Sarah’s “Three Ways to Prepare for Defense Questions”
Ugh, here come the butterflies, or worse – much worse. Defense anticipation can be so
anxiety-inducing, but why? You know your project. You’ve been living and breathing this
material for ages, it seems! If you were thinking logically, you would know that no one
knows your research better than you. You shouldn’t have to worry about content.
If you’re worried about that, you have a much bigger problem.
The butterflies are probably in anticipation of the questions. And you should worry about
that a bit. Giving thoughtful and intelligent answers will show that you’re smart enough
to do more than provide an outline of your project. Really, how hard is it to talk about
something you already did?
You know the professors in your department by now. You know their specialties and you
know the questions they ask in colloquia. If you’re lucky, some of them aren’t very
creative. You should be able to figure out exactly what they’ll ask.
Here are three ways to prepare.
1. Ask advice.
Before the defense, ask faculty members not on your committee for advice about
topics within their areas of expertise. When it comes to the defense, you have
your bases covered. If another professor has a problem with a certain area, you
can defer. Can work like a charm, but be skillful.

2. Anticipate.
Anticipate questions for each faculty member, and prepare answers specifically
for them. Create extra PowerPoint slides that you know will address their
questions. Additional data is ideal. A bar graph that magically appears can be a
beautiful thing.
3. Use (some) scripted responses.
For those questions that are completely off-the-wall, prepare a couple of different
responses. Use them in combination as needed. My favorites (in sequence) went
something like this:
•
•

•

That’s an interesting question (I’m buying time because I have no idea
where that question came from.).
I really haven’t thought about that (Nor will I after we’re done here, other
than to wonder what you’re talking while I’m having a celebration beer. I
can’t wait till this is over.).
That certainly might change X part of my project [be detailed here to show
how big your brain is], and I’ll go over the potential implications with my
committee (Even though they’re rolling their eyes in the front row. Oh
good, they think it’s a weird question, too.).

The more you prepare for the unknown, the smarter you’ll look. You need to think on
your feet the rest of your career, so show your professors you can do it now.
Surprise them by knowing what they’ll ask before they even enter the room.

XI

Documentation: Citing & Referencing
Dr. John Ku Says: Citation Hell!
If you’re like me, learning and understanding the publication rules for citations and
references in your graduate field should be enough to earn that advanced degree. For
some reason, I always imagined that these rules were created through flipped-coins.
Nevertheless, to play the game, we have to learn the rules. To help, invest, invest,
invest in a citation/reference manager. Your life will thank you.
It takes a little time learning how to use these tools. As a result, you want to choose one
that is popular and has been around for some time to ensure your investment. Three
well-used programs I am familiar of include: Zotero, EndNotes, and RefWorks.
Each of these platforms differs to some degree in terms of cost, operating system
compatibility, maximum number of reference types, among other features. However, it
really comes down to which one will efficiently and effectively meet your needs in the
smallest amount of time invested. For me, I prefer an online database (e.g., EndNotes
Web or Zotero), as I switch between home and campus computers quite regularly.
However, regardless of which one you choose, a citation/reference manager will help
considerably with what we editors love (or loathe) to correct in academic papers.
Investing in a citation/reference manager is also like investing in retirement: the
younger/sooner you invest, the better.

XII

Editing & Editors
Dr. John Ku. Says: What to Expect from an Editor
An academic editor can significantly improve your manuscript. Generally, an editor has
a knack for spotting wordiness, jargon, grammatical errors, inconsistencies with
publication manuals, and the like. However, there are two main areas an editor
generally cannot help you with.
Perhaps foremost, an editor cannot ghostwrite – that is, help you with content. I know…
how unfortunate that a leading expert in the field who is reading your work just cannot
add her or his two cents into the manuscript as you claim credit. As a result, it’s
probably wise not to expect your editor to significantly add to or revise your content. If
you do get so lucky, it’s probably a good idea to avoid this editor in the future.
Also, an editor usually cannot help with research. You are generally the research
expert. Thus, have all your research, or as much as you can, already digested in your
paper. Your editor will help with organizing and interpreting these research findings for
your reader.
A professional editor helps you become a better writer through your manuscript. This
individual wants to improve your quality of subsequent academic publications, not just
one.
…………………………
Dr. Kathleen Says: “How Dissertation Editing can reduce the effects of PDSD—Post
Dissertation Stress Disorder”
First, a confession. I thought writing a dissertation would be, if not a piece of cake, at
least a manageable project—one that would fit into tidy buckets similar to the large
marketing projects I had done countless times over the years. The other reason I
thought it would be easy was because I’m a good writer. I’ve got a master’s in
journalism and 20+ years of writing experience. Add to that the fact that I’m organized,
disciplined, creative, motivated, and focused.
So what happened? Following my defense and my committee saying, “Congratulations,
Doctor,” I had a mini meltdown. Nothing major like going on a major spending spree or
taking an exotic vacation (which I deserved but couldn’t afford with all those graduate

school loans), or even staying in bed for a week. Instead, as friends and family report, I
was pretty testy, crabby, short, and a few other choice words people were afraid to use
around me at the time. One friend suggested I talk to other recent doctors from my
doctoral program cohort group to see how they managed what I was by now referring to
as “post dissertation stress disorder” or PDSD. The same friend thought this information
might be helpful for the next cohort who was just beginning the dissertation process.
Get professional help.
This was a common theme. Not the psychiatric kind although that was also suggested.
Four people in the cohort used professional dissertation editors and proofreaders. There
were probably more but these are the ones I know about. And there were even more
who wish they had gotten help but for some reason didn’t. (I’m one of those but more
about that later.)
ESL editing. One guy got pre-editing and editing help because he speaks English as a
second language and felt he needed an editor to, as he put it, “smooth out the bumps.”
He used an editor for the proposal and the dissertation and a proofreader for the final
review before it was turned over to the committee.
APA 6th. Another guy used a dissertation proofreader whose claim to fame was that she
knew APA 5th and 6th –and probably dozens of other style manuals--by heart. He said
this gave him the time to focus on the content instead of “where the commas and
periods went and how a citation differs when you have two, or three, or four, or seven
(what’s that about?) or more authors.” Truth be told, I think he was a little “creeped out”
by her attention to detail, especially when she’d put in a comment about seriation in
section 3.04 of APA 6th and he was positive she didn’t have to look it up. And this from a
guy who was the first in our cohort to understand all the “ology” and “istic”—
epistemology, etymology (or is that bugs?), ontology, phenomenology, heuristic,
positivistic, interpretivistic, masochistic (that one was mine)—words that are part of any
doctoral program.
Stroke prevention. One woman was looking for a combination of editing and
proofreading and polish. She, like many others, said “you get so close to it [the
dissertation] you can’t see the forest for the trees.” She added, “I’d look through yet
another version of my literature review and see sentences where I just stopped writing
or ended a sentence mid-word. It looked like I had a stroke.”
Saving friendships. I was one of those doctoral candidates who said I was going to
have family and friends look at different versions and provide feedback and edits. My
rationale was that they’d be happy to help because “the sooner I finish the sooner I stop
whining about not being finished and how hard it is and how I never have time to see
anyone or do anything or….” But, as one wise friend put it, “Is it really worth it? If I ask a
friend to read my dissertation, he or she might ask me to read theirs.” Another friend
suggested that asking a friend to read your dissertation was an unfair thing to ask of
anybody. I mean, just because we thought our dissertation topic was a true spell-binder
and that copies would be flying off the shelves when we finished it, didn’t mean that
others would have quite the same passion for the topic that we had. Better to use a

professional dissertation editing service and save our friends and family for other
distasteful (her word, not mine) tasks like “moving a piano or cleaning a storm drain.”
That hurt!
So…it’s been 18 months (and three days and six hours and …) since I officially became
a doctor. If I had it to do over again—which I never would and that explains why they
call it a terminal degree—I would have opted for getting professional help. The
dissertation editing help, not the therapeutic treatment of PDSD. Now if I could only get
rid of that pesky eye twitch.

XIII

If We Had To Do It Over

Dr. William Says:
I wish I had spent more time exploring the ideas, interests, and writings of the students
with me in the graduate program. Too often I found myself so focused on what I had to
accomplish, what I was writing, or what I was presenting to be truly enriched by the
work of others. Remember, these will be your future colleagues!
A close second wish is communicating better with my professors during my dissertation
process. I chose not to communicate during lulls in my writing or trouble spots and
sometimes had to pay for this later with redoing writing that a small amount of
communication would have cleared up. I still remember vividly my fifth dissertation
reader tell me at my dissertation defense, “I wish you would have discussed your
dissertation with me more along the way!

…………………………
Dr. Dan Says:
When I was a grad student, a newly minted Assistant Professor joined our department:
young, flashy, and up-to-date with the latest theory. Naturally, we all thought she had it
made. She gave us a piece of advice once that was really more of an off-hand
comment, which didn’t sink in until much later. She noted that she didn’t have anywhere
near the free time that she had had as a grad student. Saddled as I was with two
classes to teach and three grad seminars, I had no idea what she was talking about.
Until, that is, I got my own full-time position.
Grad students are afforded with a great deal of time, and I have no advice as to how to
use it: read more, write more, sleep more, date more, travel more, socialize more?
Sure. All of that and more. But recognize that there’s a great opportunity to truly move
beyond your field to better your chances in the academic market. With more positions
looking for the candidate who will be all things to all people, having multiple experiences
can only help you. Multiple teaching experiences—e.g., ESL, remedial, continuing
education, prisons—will show the search committee that, not only are you perhaps the
world’s leading expert in the symbolism of the elk in 12th century French tapestries, but

you also care about teaching. Don’t think that you’ll be pigeonholed as “the ESL
person.” Schools will instead see you as a valuable resource.
So take advantage of the opportunities that your university provides not only to broaden
your appeal on the market but also to broaden your skills in the classroom: volunteer at
a Center for Teaching and Learning (or its equivalent) or take a class on teaching.

XIV

Lessons We Learned–Often The Hard Way
Dr. William Says: Your professors really want you to succeed! In an academic
atmosphere, there are high expectations and a high level of competition. It is difficult to
be on your game all the time. Many students feel as if they are not meeting the highest
standards, that they might be “found out” by professors as somehow inferior or that a
dissertation will be rejected because of some difference of opinion.
The truth is that your professors want you to succeed. They have invested a great deal
in you, whether scholarship dollars, time, attention, guidance, or the future of their
academic institution or reputation. Don’t be sidelined by these type worries.
Work your hardest. Ask for feedback. Take constructive criticism well. And listen to your
profs!
…………………………

Dr. Dan Says: Rivalry and backstabbing may be impossible to avoid completely since
coveted positions, grants, and opportunities are—rightfully—seen as opportunities for
grad students to set themselves apart from their peers. And, besides, a little rivalry can
help sharpen your edge in terms of more publishing and better conferences. However,
engaging in whisper campaigns or attempting to poison the minds of your peers or even
of the professors can damage your reputation or backfire on you.
In an academic job market that often hinges upon that elusive sense of “fit,” your good
reputation means a great deal. Furthermore, these kinds of habits may be hard to drop,
and I have witnessed more than one new hire shunned by his/her new department
because that drive to win alienated people who wished to see him/her as a colleague.
That said, though, faculty are usually little better themselves, for the animosity in faculty
departments for the most asinine of reasons have made for great reads by Jane Smiley
or Richard Russo. Don’t follow their lead.
Or, at the very least, wait until you get tenure.

…………………………

Dr. Walter Says: This is a very easy subject for me to write about. I did my doctoral
studies in Geneva, Switzerland. I bought my first computer at a little store in Lausanne,
Switzerland in 1983 or 1984. The exact date is not as important as the fact that there
was no Internet and there were no computer “Geek Squad” that one could call to fix
hard-disk problems. This was pre-Windows operating system, so I was using DOS.
(Remember that?) My hard drive was a “gigantic” 20 megabytes. It was a time when
one trusted one’s computer implicitly. The belief was that what you put on that hard disk
would be there forever.
And so you can imagine my surprise when, after having completed (and entrusted to my
hard disk) the first three chapters of my doctoral dissertation, I turned on my computer
and it would not turn on. I checked to make sure that the computer had not somehow
been accidentally unplugged. No. Had the electric company turned off the juice for nonpayment of the bill? No, all of the lights and lamps came on. I plugged the computer into
different wall sockets. Nothing!
By now, anxiety was mounting. I finally took the computer back to the store where I had
purchased it and told the sales person my problem. I left it there for a week, only to be
told later that I had experienced a “computer crash.” Nothing that had been stored on
the hard disk could be retrieved (These were the pre-Norton Utilities days.), and the
salesperson hoped that I had saved my important files on a floppy disk. (Remember
5.25 floppy disks?) Well, I hadn’t saved my important files (i.e., the three chapters of my
thesis). And so after a week of worry and not being able to work, I got the news that my
thesis had been wiped out.
What followed was a week of shell-shocked paralysis and dispiriting depression. I could
no longer think clearly, I couldn’t work, I couldn’t move past that roadblock. What saved
me was this uncanny ability I have for remembering, almost verbatim, whatever it is I
am working on at any given point in time.
And so, after that first horrible two weeks, I sat down and began recomposing the
chapters of my lost thesis. Curiously, my narrative was easy to put back together. In a
strange kind of way, it was the fact that my thesis (how to determine and predict
exchange rates) involved a lot of mathematics, so that a lot of my arguments could only
lead to certain mathematical conclusions once the problem had been correctly stated.
What posed the real problem for me was to trace my references back to the original
sources.
It took me 6 months to put everything back together. And so, what’s the lesson for
today’s dissertation writers? Never trust a hard drive to be your only repository of your
thesis. Always keep the latest copy of your work on a USB Flash Drive or external drive
of some sort. Believe me, there is nothing as disheartening as turning on your computer
to update your thesis files, only to discover that your thesis is not there anymore.

XV

Motivation & Sanity: Getting and Staying
Motivated and Sane

Dr. Kathleen Says: The biggest lesson I learned while I was a doctoral student? Find
out what motivates you. Here are 6 “motivators” I stuck on signs over my desk when I
was in the throes of my doctoral dissertation:
The best dissertation is a done dissertation
So many people in my graduate cohort spent endless hours and endless angst
searching for the perfect research question, the perfect theory, the perfect sources for
their lit review, and the perfect turn of phrase guaranteed to take their masterpiece to a
level sure to earn them a place in academic history. That wasn’t me. I picked a topic I
found interesting; came up with an appropriate research question, backed into a
serviceable theory, got decent sources for the lit review, and finished in a reasonable
amount of time. Did I set the bar too low? Is there a doctor in the house?
Do something every day
Starting a dissertation is like starting an exercise program. The experts say that three to
four times a week is fine. What these same experts don’t tell you is that the people who
“stick with” an exercise program exercise every day. It may be just 10 or 15 minutes but
if you do it every day it becomes a lifelong habit—one you’ll have long after the threetimes-a week-folks are trying to offload their treadmill on Craig’s list or looking for
another juice bar so they don’t run into their personal trainer who believes they have the
slowest healing hamstring pull on record. Do the same with a dissertation—do
something every day. Some days all you can do is read a short article; some days even
that’s too much and you settle for an online search for articles on one of your sub-sub
categories. The group in my cohort who did something every day finished their (our)
dissertations first.
Just say “no”
I remember asking a friend in the cohort before ours to have coffee. She said she was
saying “no” to everything until she finished her dissertation. She was only doing what
she absolutely had to do—everything else would have to wait. I was frankly a little
miffed, that is until I began my own dissertation and realized I needed to do the same
thing if I was ever going to finish what I started referring to as “that damn dissertation.”

Forget multi-tasking, forget even uni-tasking if there is such a thing. A dissertation takes
24/7 focus—it’s that big a beast. Again, the people in my cohort who finished first, in fact
finished at all, learned how to say “no.”
Stay healthy
It doesn’t seem like a dissertation should be so physically demanding but it is. It
sometimes seems to suck the very life out of you. The only way to stay sane is to take
the very time you don’t have and make sure you exercise daily (or twice a day if you
need a break), eat right, get enough sleep, and try not to rely on what one cohort
member referred to as “better living through chemistry.”
Cut yourself some slack
I had a dissertation schedule. I’m a schedule kind of gal. Unfortunately, dissertations
aren’t always schedulable. (I think I spent so much time with words ending in ology and
istic—ontology, epistemology, methodology, statistic, positivistic—that I’ve created a
whole new vocabulary just to rebel.) Perhaps my most important motivator was “cut
yourself some slack.” Some days, weeks even, it’s just too hard. Life gets away from
you. The people and things you’ve been ignoring for so long need your attention. You
can’t remember if you had lunch, made lunch, went out for lunch, or if you had lunch for
breakfast because you can’t remember what day or time it is. Cut yourself some slack.
Better dead than ABD
Okay, maybe that’s a little harsh but for me that’s what it came down to. I didn’t think I
could live with myself (nor did I think anyone else could live with me!) if I put in all that
time and money and anxiety and sacrifice only to stop short of the finish line. Equally
important is that I felt I would be letting down the very people who supported and
tolerated me if I didn’t finish. Besides, after a certain amount of time, ABD is worse than
never starting. Show me someone ABD more than three or four years after comps and
I’ll show you someone with a long-list of excuses targeted at whoever is asking—even
when they’re not asking!

…………………………

Dr. Mike Says: “Sanity? What sanity? The Dissertation Writing Blues”
You’re on the home stretch. Your committee has given you the clearance to begin
writing your dissertation. That light at the end of the tunnel is a bit brighter. Now, the
only thing that stands between you and your defense is a document that may seem to
have a mass that is equivalent to that of Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary or that
requires more paper than can be produced from an Amazonian rainforest.
This may seem insurmountable. Believe me, it is not. Aside from excellent time
management skills, you can complete your thesis if you learn to strike a balance

between writing and…well…not writing. For the next few weeks, months, but hopefully
not years, you’ll be living and breathing your dissertation. You know your thesis better
than anyone, and writing may come easily at times; however, there will be times when
your focus and clarity give way to the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Self-doubt
Dismay
Anger
Fatigue
Sorrow
Apathy

These aren’t in any particular order. Actually, you may feel all of these at the same time.
This is why you feel like you’re going to go insane. It’s OK. Breathe. Step away from
the computer (hit ‘Save’ first). It is at times like these when you need a serious
distraction – something that completely removes you from your dissertation. Or
something that is completely mindless and removes you from reality. I can only speak
from experience, so here are a few distractions that were invaluable to me while I wrote
my dissertation.
•

Internet games
They’re an easy and quick distraction. You’re already in front of your
computer, so why not? Sit there, go blank, grow some crops, solve some
puzzles, shoot some aliens. Whatever floats your boat.

•

Exercise
Yes, this requires some motivation. You may see this as more work, but
the stress relief and clarity of mind that comes with regular exercise can
do wonders during the dissertation writing process. Make an exercise
schedule and stick to it. Running, resistance training, Wii Sports. Again,
whatever floats your boat.

•

Reading
Read for enjoyment, whether a new book or your favorite one. If you’re
sensitive to it, avoid the news. It can be depressing.

•

Family
More than likely, your family knows absolutely nothing about what you’re
studying. Call or have dinner with your significant other, your parents,
your siblings, or whomever, and take great comfort in the fact that, if you
speak about your dissertation, no one will understand you.

•

Sleep
Need I say more?

Obviously, these are purely suggestions. You’ll need to find what works best for you.
Writing your dissertation is just another of the flaming hoops through which you must

jump in order to secure your Ph.D. It certainly isn’t the last. You still have to do the
dissertation editing to comply with your institution’s formatting requirements, make
revisions that appease your advisor and your committee, defend, and meet all the
deadlines for graduation. You may even have to hire a dissertation editing service to
help you finish up. But hey, at least the writing part is a flaming hoop that you can
complete on your own terms.

…………………………

Dr. Rachel Says: Spending between five and ten years in graduate school is probably
enough to make even the most even-keeled of us feel like we’re going crazy. Being a
grad—as great as some aspects of that situation can be—can occasionally feel
interminable, depressing, or devaluing. Sometimes, it can make you feel a dreadful
combination of all three. Whether you’re giving up hope because you’re in your eighth
year and feel no closer to publication, or have been in tears for days over the cutting
remarks a professor left on your latest chapter, don’t despair. There’s hope. The
question is, how do you hold on to it? How can you make it through grad school?
•

First off, remember that grad school isn’t your whole world. It can feel like
that, but it’s not. It’s an insular, specialized, and focused place. If you spend all
your time thinking and talking about what goes on there, you’ll miss out on what
else is out in the world. Initially, being obsessed with grad school and academics
—doing research until all hours of the night—might feel like the responsible,
scholarly thing to do. But there’s more than one way of being a responsible
scholar. Taking a step back and finding interests in other places will help you
find a renewed interest in your scholarship when you return to it.

•

To that end, stay balanced. Find friends who don’t study what you study and
aren’t grad students. Hang out with people who won’t put up with you talking
shop all night, every night. Instead, seek out people who do something
completely different—people who hold down nine-to-five jobs, people who are
athletes and artists, or people who share your non-scholarly interests.

•

It’s important to hear about the pleasures and pains of other walks of life.
That can give you perspective on your own situation. If you only know what it’s
like to be a grad or to be friends with grads, you can lose that perspective. Of
course, this isn’t a suggestion to abandon your grad student friends. It’s a
suggestion to broaden your society. With that breadth comes breathing room.

•

Finally, remember why you came to grad school in the first place—
presumably, at least one of your reasons was love or passion for your subject.
Don’t lose that. Over time, being in graduate school can push you to actually
dislike your subject: you run the risk of equating it with the dread of deadlines,

the terror of cruel critiques, or the drudgery of another trip through the library
stacks. It would be terrible to leave grad school with distaste for the very area
you wished to specialize in. Instead, find a way to remain passionate about
your field of interest. Read a book, watch a play, or conduct an experiment that’s
not related to your dissertation. If you can bring that passion back to your
academic work, that’s even better!

XVI

Opportunities You Should Explore
Dr. Gordon Says: Grad students are often asked to do some teaching. If you get the
opportunity, it is well worth taking, although you should be aware that it will take up quite
a bit of time, during which you will not be able to pursue your research. This will stand
you in good stead for the future, and will look good on your resume.
You may also wish to consider one or two volunteer opportunities. These can give you
valuable experience, and also look good on your resume. It is not a good idea to wait
until someone asks you to volunteer, however.
It is important not to neglect your research, but nor should you be so focused on it that it
excludes all other activities. They key is to strike a balance that allows you to make
satisfactory progress on your research, while taking advantage of the other
opportunities available to you.

XVII

Publishing Your Dissertation
Dr. Marc D. Baldwin Says: Begin with the End in Mind
In Seven Habits of Highly Effective People, Stephen Covey advises folks to begin with
the end in mind when undertaking any project. Covey’s advice is especially relevant for
dissertators. Often people say that you should write your dissertation and then revise for
publication, either as a book or a series of journal articles. I completely disagree with
the standard wisdom given by well-meaning folks. Instead, I argue that one should not
write a dissertation unless one first has either a specific publisher for the dissertation as
a whole or several journals for each chapter in mind before one writes.
What is a dissertation?
A dissertation is an entry-level professional intervention in a scholarly body of
knowledge or research. Writing a dissertation is a major investment of time, money (lost
opportunity costs and perhaps hiring a dissertation editor), care, and, often, worry. So, if
you’re going to make this investment, ensure that it will pay off by doing your due
diligence before you write.
Do your due diligence
Do your research to ensure that the general subject of your dissertation is drawing
scholarly interest and publication. You may have someone on your committee who
knows your field very well and is a published ‘name.’ If you have such a person on your
committee, you’re very lucky because he or she will know immediately if you have a
“hot” topic. However, the reality is that you might not have such a person in your
academic life. If you don’t, the onus is on you to see if the topic will be publishable.
Through your coursework, you should have been developing an awareness of your
subfield. Ideally, you have already been reading heavily in it and know the relevant and
major books and journals. Ideally, as well, you’ve been attending conferences and have
met the senior scholars in your field.
Don’t reinvent the wheel
One thing that you should keep in mind is to never try to re-invent the wheel for your
specific topic. If it’s already been said by someone in the field, don’t say it again. While
doing so might be an interesting exercise, it won’t get you very far in terms of
publication.

A dissertation is NOT just a long seminar paper
If you are writing for publication from the get go, you have to be aware that, unlike your
seminar papers, which were written to show a specific professor that you knew enough
to get an A, your dissertation should be making a fresh intervention in a field. Yes, you
have to know the field well, but the primary purpose of the dissertation should be to say
something new and interesting, not to demonstrate an understanding of the field.
Your dissertation proposal should amount to one of two things: either a book proposal or
a proposal for a series of articles to be published in specific journals. If by the time you
write the proposal, you can’t name a prospective publisher or journals that would be
interested, then you might have a clue that you need to do some more research or
change your topic.
Your committee is NOT your primary audience
When you’re actually producing the dissertation, always be thinking that you’re not
writing as a student any longer (even though, of course, you are). Rather, you’re writing
as a professional developing a voice and making an impact in a field. And, while of
course you will have to deal with objections and concerns (and, sometimes, melodrama)
raised by specific committee members, remember that you’re not writing primarily to
please them. Rather, you’re writing for potential journal editors, peer reviewers, and
publishers.
Keeping it real: Submit to your committee AND for publication simultaneously
One thing I found helpful when I was dissertating was to actually submit each chapter to
a journal at the exact same time that I was submitting to the committee. Thinking
publication spurred me to write better and more quickly. And, yes, I actually had the
experience of receiving an acceptance letter from a journal even before the committee
returned the chapter. While the acceptance letter was personally gratifying, it also
helped to keep the committee members from going too far afield in terms of what they
were going to have me revise.
Some parting suggestions:
In terms of the actual writing of the dissertation, here are some things to keep in mind.
•

Your dissertation is not primarily a document designed to show off your
exhaustive knowledge of a subject or your ability to use every jargon word
you know. Rather, to be publishable, your dissertation should make an
argument or series of arguments and support those contentions with enough
background information, but not too much.

•

By all means, use specialized language when it’s appropriate to do so, but
don’t go overboard, and, for goodness’ sake, be careful. Nothing blows your
credibility more quickly than using those jargon words incorrectly. If need be,
find a good dissertation editing service to polish it for you.

•

If you’re working towards publication, also be careful to avoid those “grand
gestures” or generalizations about your topic or civilization itself. Somehow,
many of us, maybe by reading bad scholarship written in the 1940s and
1950s, got it into our heads that scholars should make grandiose statements
about entire disciplines or even nation states. Remember that the only
people who can make these kinds of statements are very senior scholars,
who really do know everything and everybody in a particular field. Newbie
professionals can’t get away with the grand gestures. Save them for the end
of your career.

Conclusion
In conclusion, writing a dissertation can be a very fun and rewarding experience. This
experience can be even more rewarding if, following the advice of Stephen Covey, you
begin with the end in mind and map out a publication plan for your work.

XIX

Resource Staples for Academic Writing
Dr. John Says: A simple internet search will reach thousands of resources on the
subject: They Say / I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing, How to Write a
Lot: A Practical Guide to Productive Academic Writing, Writing your Journal Article in
Twelve Weeks. These books with their entertaining titles may be helpful for some, but
besides an online dictionary/thesaurus resource, the following should be your writing
bibles from here on out: your field’s publication manual (e.g., American Psychological
Association, Gregg’s Reference Manual) and Strunk and White’s classic: Elements of
Style.
Thanks to prolific librarians and writing labs, most of us can learn our field’s publication
style free over the internet. Purdue’s Online Writing Lab is one such resource that
contains a variety of publication resources for academic writers. However, most of
these resources will unlikely yield the numerous pages of content publication manuals
contain. As such, it’s usually a good idea to have the actual manual at your disposal.
These sources not only teach readers about their field’s publication rules, but they also
educate regarding basic grammar, sentence structure, and other writing rules. For
example, what is the difference between because or since; do variables have
relationships, relations, or associations; when do you hyphenate a compound with a
participle?
With Elements of Style, this book is a hallmark for effective writing, especially for the
academic writer. For example, one of the authors’ first suggestions is to omit
unnecessary words. Seems counterintuitive for us academics, now doesn’t it? Trust
me, your advisor, committee members, journal editors, and colleagues will thank you for
the time you take reading and learning from this book.

XX

Tips When Going on the Job Market
Dr. Dan Says: If you take a look at higher education today, it’s a very busy place: the
humanities are shrinking, outcomes and assessment are becoming increasingly
important, and students, parents and lawmakers are seeing colleges and universities as
product-oriented corporations.
It’s fashionable to lament this over coffee in faculty lounges or in the pages of the
Chronicle of Higher Education. However, I’d suggest that it’s better to get used to it. No,
this doesn’t mean that you have to shake the uneasy feeling that assessment is driving
curriculum these days. What it means is that take the opportunity to learn those skills
that older faculty might now have in terms of how higher ed. is moving. I remember that
my own successful search was clinched (at least I think so) by my experience in
integrating technology into the classroom. Today, this is a commonplace, and schools
have generally accepted BlackBoard, WebCT, and Moodle and have moved on to
exploring distance education, but it was a new direction at the time.
Today, the big drives appear to be distance education and the need for assessment
(even a combination of the two: how do we assess distance education?). Again, don’t
think that you will be pigeonholed by your expertise. Your department will recognize
your value and administration will see you as a valuable ally. It’s the best of both worlds.
So find the opportunities to develop a skill that will 1) showcase your skills as a teacher
and 2) demonstrate your usefulness to the department, if not the entire institution. A
college’s need to be able to define its various outcomes and to develop the mechanisms
of assessment (i.e., rubrics) for individual
classes, programs and majors will only become more important to accrediting bodies,
and it will be to your advantage to engage these techniques as a grad student.

…………………………

Dr. Christine’s “7 tips for doctoral candidates to get a head start on the job market”
If you are at work on a dissertation, chances are you’ll be on the job market for your
discipline at some point in the near future. How can you prepare now to make the job
application process as easy as possible?

 Update your CV. Include degrees, teaching experience, administrative and/or

research experience, conferences attended, publications (scholarly and
otherwise), scholarships and fellowships, committee work, certifications, and
anything else relevant to your discipline. If any sections look a little light, work on
adding some more items while you’re still in school. Start investigating ways to
get your CV online.
 Publish. Follow calls for papers and submit anything you have that’s relevant. It

takes an average of 2-4 years for an edited collection to come out, so the sooner
you submit, the better. Don’t think your work isn’t ready. Leave it up to the editors
of the journal or collection to decide that.
 Prepare the people you will ask for recommendations. It’s probably best to

wait until a few months before you start applying for jobs to ask for the
recommendations, so they are as fresh as possible, but you can start grooming
the recommenders now. Let them know you’ll be asking. Start to compile a handy
list of highlights in your relationship for them to consult when the writing the letter.
 Keep everything related to your teaching experience. You will need to scan

and upload it to make it available to hiring committees.
 Set up an account at Interfolio or a similar dossier service. Start uploading

documents, such as a revised and polished writing sample (or a few for different
types of jobs), your CV, certifications, student evaluations, peer observations,
transcripts, teaching philosophy, and sample syllabi.
 Find peers and mentors who can give you advice on your documents. The

more feedback you can get, the better. People who have served on hiring
committees are especially insightful.
 Look into alternative careers. Hopefully, the current economic conditions will

continue to improve, but if not, knowing about alternatives to the traditional
tenure-track position will only empower you

